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Abstract:
Background
The treatment and assumed causes of routine musculoskeletal dysfunction (MSD) and
pain not related to organic disease or recent injury are generally based on anecdotal
mythologies of the subspecialty of the treating practitioner. Though each may clinically
utilize manual muscle testing, the explanation of weak muscles will vary depending on
whether the practitioner is orthopedically, neurologically or (applied) kinesiologically
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oriented. We suggest a universal mechanism of muscle weakness, which may lead to
more effective treatments for MSD.

Methods
Clinical observation of bodywide changes in muscle function from certain treatments, a
small pilot study which observed improvement in muscle function from eye movements
as used in Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) and a case study
along with literature review and behavioral analysis are offered to understand and
substantiate a neurobehavioral hypothesis of musculoskeletal dysfunction.

Results and Discussion
The pathogenesis of MSD may be characterized by a condition we refer to as
musculoskeletal posttraumatic stress disorder (mPTSD). Muscle imbalance and resulting
joint dysfunction, postural distortions and pain, we hypothesize, are often the result of
learned strategies of adaptation to trauma or stress, and subsequent compensations to those
strategies. Based on this hypothesis and the above method, principles by which optimal
muscle function may be immediately restored without retraining or therapeutic application to
the involved areas are introduced and explored. Relevant neurophysiological and

behavioral mechanisms involved in creation of adaptive strategy and learning,
memory and conditioning are discussed. The benefits of various treatments, including
acupuncture and spinal manipulation may, in some cases at least, be the consequence of
unwitting manipulation of the neurobiology of memory. This may occur by disruption of
reconsolidation of conditioned somatic memories, which have been demonstrated to become
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labile and subject to disruption following activation. We explore the relationship of
norepinephrine (NE) to this process and explore the effect of various therapies on NE.

Conclusions
Neurontopathic medicine, as we introduce it, is a novel treatment approach with a
putative mechanism and an evolving set of ‘laws’ that govern its application. We contrast
it with allopathic medicine approaches and discuss its implications for clinical practice.

BACKGROUND
About one-third of all primary care visits are for musculoskeletal pain,[1] and such
pain and the accompanying musculoskeletal dysfunction (MSD) is an equal
opportunity employer across many provider specialties. Most who treat MSD nonsurgically think of their work as providing either mechanical, energetic or
neurological treatment or neuromuscular retraining. Mechanical treatment includes
aligning joints, breaking adhesions, stretching tight ligaments and muscles and
tightening loose ligaments (i.e. prolotherapy) or muscles (strength training). Energetic
/neurological treatment includes acupuncture, electrical stimulation, TENS, low level
laser or spinal manipulation to address nerve interference. Retraining includes
neuromuscular reeducation or muscle retraining, retraining balance via balance board
or ball exercises, resistance exercises, or EMG biofeedback.[2] Each of these
treatments, while potentially worthwhile, are based on assumptions which may not be
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universally accepted, and may or may not have clear scientific models or efficacy
studies behind them.
So with this wide variety of treatments, how well do we really understand MSD?
We understand, to some extent least, what happens in joint failure, we know about
inflammatory process, adhesions, joint degeneration, ligamentous laxity; we have
names and generally accepted, but not generally evidence based treatments for tennis
elbow, patellofemoral syndrome and shin splints, and we generally attribute them to
overuse, wrong shoes, or wrong sports technique, though attribution in any patient is
usually an educated guess or based on the understandings of the practitioner’s
specialty. We also know the nerve pathways, and understand where entrapments may
occur, and we can chart out sclerotogenous, dermotogenous, and trigger point pain
patterns, but the observation in clinical practice is that often the symptoms don’t fit
these patterns.
We understand the human body to have 17 separate segments that are linked
together by soft tissues.[3] The motion of any one body segment can influence any or
all of the other segments. Movement never involves just a single muscle and
coordinated motion of multi-joint systems involves neural connections which are
distributed among muscles based on their common function.[4] We further
understand general and specific details regarding central nervous system integration
of sequential and combined activations of muscles into specific behavior, (muscle
synergies) and how intentionality and planning of muscular strategies occurs in the
brain, (central motor programming) appropriately planning, ‘rehearsing’, coordinating
and timing the muscle synergies for subsequent behaviors.
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Depending on whether a condition is seen by an orthopedist, occupational
medicine specialist, physiatrist, acupuncturist, chiropractor, physical therapist, athletic
trainer or myofascial therapist, however, MSD treatment can be vastly different, as
each specialty and even each practitioner brings different assumptions to the treatment
table. Much of what we think we, as clinicians, know about muscle function is based
on anecdotal mythology of our specialty. Even if these treatments are beneficial for a
patient, the mechanisms are often a matter of conjecture based on “logical argument”
and there may be little evidence that the treatment modality actually improves
treatment outcomes.[5] Tendonitis, (tendon inflammation), for instance, is frequently
diagnosed and treated, yet it is generally a misnomer, as inflammation is rarely found
on tendon biopsy. [6,7]
All specialties, however, are likely to agree that a change in the function of
muscles supporting the involved joints is a feature of all MSD. Palpatory examination
even on asymptomatic joints will reveal some muscles to be relatively flaccid, while
others will be in relative spasm, and both varieties may be weak if tested.
Most non-surgical physical specialties utilize some manner of treatments referred
to as retraining, offering repetitive treatment or prescribing repetitively done exercise
for patients. This may take the form of repetition of a particular exercise for purposes
described as strengthening or stretching and may include repeated joint or myofascial
manipulation. Such retraining taken to its logical end contains the inference that that
the body has somehow lost or forgotten its normal function and needs to be reeducated, or lost its internal structural model and needs to be remodeled or otherwise
pushed and cajoled back to correct posture. Chiropractic alone historically
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incorporates the concept, at least, of restoring an “innate intelligence” of the body, an
understanding that would assume that correct function has not been lost. Such
restoration of innate function is the opposite of retraining, yet an individual
chiropractor may espouse both, repeating adjustments to retrain the spine and restore
the function of innate intelligence. Our hypothesis, which suggests neurological
mechanisms for the loss and ultimate recovery of innate function, will offer new
perspectives to this discussion.
This paper proposes a new hypothesis that asks for a radical shift in the way we view
the etiology, maintenance and treatment of MSD and MSD related pain based on the
understanding of conditioned learning, which is part of all MSD and, we will assert,
not necessarily eliminated by most existing physical medicine procedures.
To understand and support such a paradigm-shifting hypothesis, and because the
hypothesis brings together several diverse systems of understanding, we will present,
in this order (following introductory statements) 1) a listing of clinical observations
and a classical behavioral analysis of those observations, 2) a pilot study that
objectifies those observations, 3) a case history from that study, 4) a review and
synthesis of relevant neurophysiological data regarding the establishment, learning
and repetition of (mal)adaptive and compensatory conditioned motor function, 5) a
presentation of factors that may lead to altered function, 6) a neurophysiological
analysis of relevant aspects of memory which leads to 7) a presentation of a secondary
neurological hypothesis that provides a mechanism by which such results may be
achieved and 8) a literature review that suggests how chiropractic, acupuncture and
other treatment modalities may each affect memory to achieve their therapeutic effect.
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The restoration of a pre-conditioning (before the onset of conditioning), more
fundamental (innate) behavioral state requires application of therapies in a manner
that directly and purposefully addresses what we propose is a primary factor in the
etiology and the primary factor in the maintenance of MSD and MSD-related pain.
This inquiry will synthesize research and understandings from the fields of classic
behavioral psychology, traumatology, neurobehavioral physiology, energy
psychology, applied kinesiology, chiropractic, physical therapy and acupuncture.
Taken to its logical conclusions, the hypothesis necessarily challenges assumptions of
some disciplines. But where it challenges, it also may suggest to the creative and
perceptive practitioner new ways of using their own particular toolset to interact more
effectively with the body and improve their results with patients.
When clinical findings by the author, and experimental data and a case history are
viewed with existing understandings about neurobehavioral aspects of post traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), a new view of the pathogenesis of MSD come to light. An
answer to the question of the cause of routine muscle weakness found in MSD
may lie in specific interactions of pain and trauma with systems that create,
learn and repeat motor conditioning. Understanding the cause of muscle weakness,
we will show herein, leads directly to effective new treatment modalities, which may
be easily demonstrated in a clinical setting.
Post-traumatic adaptation

Learning and memory play a major role in PTSD. According to van der Kolk,[8]
PTSD includes “psychological effects of trauma [that] are stored in somatic memory
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and expressed as changes in the biological stress response.” “Intense emotions at the
time of trauma initiate the long-term conditional responses to reminders of the event,
which manifest as amnesias and hyperamnesias.” [Italics added.] Unassimilated
somatic responses evoked in trauma involving both arousal and defensive responses are
shown to contribute to many PTSD symptoms. [9] We hypothesize that routine MSD may

share these neurobehavioral mechanisms, and also include other mechanisms related
to creation, learning and memory (conditioning) of individual, specific adaptations to
pain, stress and trauma .
Adaptation as a concept was popularized by Hans Selye, who hypothesized that
systemic stress elicits a generalized (neurohormonal) adaptive reaction, one that is
common in many organisms. Selye mostly spoke of non-specific reactions to
stress.[10] We, however, will examine mechanisms that may create and maintain
specific adaptations, particularly those related to MSD, postural adaptations
observable in humans as individualized patterns of altered muscle facilitation
(weakness and strength). We will examine how these specific, individualized
adaptations are established and persist following injury due to the ability of the body
to establish new patterns of muscle activation for new conditions and remember past
outcomes in order to predict future outcomes.[11]
Muscle function and testing

In the early 1980’s the author (Weissfeld) studied with Alan Beardall DC, who
introduced concepts and methods he called Clinical Kinesiology (CK) which
purported to address such specific, individualized adaptation. CK evolved from the
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field of Applied Kinesiology, (AK) [12] an alternative medicine discipline that
provides feedback on the functional status of the body using the strength and
weakness of muscles. AK and CK and other systems of applied kinesiology as they
are generically known, diverge from the academic field of kinesiology - the study of
human movement and its applications - as taught in many universities. (‘AK’, from
here on will generically refer to all such systems.) AK systems draw many inferences
from the muscle test beyond the simple observation of muscle weakness or strength.
The question of the validity of inferences drawn from AK muscle testing is not one
that we will address. Though Weissfeld's observations of muscle function came in the
context of AK, this paper will view muscle strength or weakness from its basic
behavioral face value: a weak muscle is an observable behavior which, (in the
absence of organic pathology) necessarily follows behavioral principles. Our
hypothesis is based on behavioral and ultimately neurobehavioral analysis, and results
we speak of are generally achievable without the application of AK procedures.
Likewise, we put aside other physiological assumptions based on neurological
explanations for weakness such as central or peripheral nerve pathology, organic
muscle disease or torn muscles, which are fairly rare in clinical practice. Stripped of
inference, weakness is simply the inability to perform the particular behavior of
resistance to force. Because muscle activation, (weakness or strength), is behavior,
it is always affected or determined by factors that determine behavior, including
motivation, perception, cognition, emotion, learning and memory.
The pilot study we present, and most of the conclusions we draw, are free of the
assumptions of AK and in fact offer an alternative view of some of the AK’s precepts.
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The central hypotheses we will present will, by and large, be supportable by that
study. Weissfeld’s clinical observations over the course of over 23 years of private
clinical practice are noteworthy however, as it was the strength and consistency of
those observations, and the development of methodologies that made such results
predictable and repeatable, which led to the pilot study. The pilot study then led
directly to the development of a set of hypotheses based on its results, and further
developed by literature review.
Before we present the observations, we offer several definitions important for
understanding those observations. The study we will present and the clinical
observations are based on manual muscle testing (MMT), which is a well-accepted
method of evaluating functional, non-pathological, non-radicular, and non-organic
injuries, and is used in most neurological and orthopedic disciplines. [13, 14]
Isometric testing was used in the course of the observations and the study. We define
a weak muscle as one that is unable to lock in a static position to moderate manual
pressure. The isometric test yields a binary result, as opposed to the 5-point scale used
to grade neuromuscular disease, [15] not generally not the cause of routine MSD. The
5-point scale is of limited use in routine MSD, because most weakness found therein
is only a 4 of 5 on that scale.
The isometric test, properly instructed and performed, has the subject hold the limb
in place, resisting whatever pressure is applied, not applying counter pressure against
the hand of the tester. The subject responds with the same pressure as the tester is
applying. Performed in this manner, isometric testing removes some of the gray area
in testing, because the test is not based on judgment of maximal contraction. The
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attempted application of maximal force brings up a question of the subject’s focus
and willingness to apply maximal force. Attempted maximal force also increases the
chances of the subtle changes in position by the subject to recruit accessory muscles.
This may be missed by even the most experienced testers. These factors are magnified
in cases where the test causes pain. Likewise, the tester has to make a qualitative
judgment regarding the amount of force that is being applied and the amount of
resistance that is coming back, unless pressure gauges are used, and they are not
practical for a busy clinical practice that may test and retest 10-20 muscles in a single
visit.
While a strong muscle will certainly lock to greater force, the discovery of
unlocking requires far less than maximum force in most individuals. We will refer to
the unlocked condition as muscle inhibition or the more generally used term
‘weakness’, though inhibition is more technically accurate. Altered muscle
facilitation includes either muscles that are inhibited, or muscles that do not
appropriately exhibit the reverse myotatic reflex [16] – temporary weakening in
response to manual stretching of the belly or tendon. Such a muscle is locked in
strength and unable to appropriately weaken. (The reverse myotatic reflex is a
protective spinal reflex, which diminishes the contractile force of a muscle when
over-stretch is perceived via the muscle spindle cell or golgi tendon organ stretch
receptors in the belly or tendon of a muscle, respectively.) We will revisit the
significance of this reflex later.
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Clinical observations

Weissfeld, over many years, has made a number of clinical observations about
muscles and the changes in muscle facilitation that occur from treatment using
methods largely derived from AK and CK. Because of the methodological specifics of
these methods, such observation may not be widely shared by kinesiological
practitioners. While many of these observations were initially baffling to the author
and continue to seem strange on the surface, they become understandable when
biological principles of learning and memory are applied. The observations are as
follows:
1

Muscle re-facilitation. A weak muscle will predictably strengthen greater
than 95 percent of the time when appropriate treatment is applied
immediately after testing. This testing followed by immediate treatment is
referred to by Weissfeld as targeting. The targeted muscle strengthening
occurs from the application of diverse treatments indicated in the AK system
as applied by Weissfeld. The immediacy of treatment following testing
appears to be a key factor for the success of the targeting protocol.

2

Postural generalization. Targeting, treating and strengthening a single weak
muscle, when that muscle is selected and treated with appropriate protocols,
while immediately changing the function of that muscle, may also alter the
function of several muscles, or it may alter body-wide patterns of muscle
facilitation to a state significantly different from initial patterns.

3

Treatment generalization. The changes in local or body-wide patterns of
muscle facilitation often arise from what would might be considered to a
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trivial treatment, an application apparently unrelated and distant from the
targeted muscle or area of complaint. Examples of the treatments are: a 5 -10
second microcurrent or laser stimulation of one or two acupuncture points, one
or two spinal or extremity adjustments, or 20-30 seconds of myofascial
treatment administered to a muscle distant from the targeted muscle. In
addition, a diverse variety of treatments may all have similar effects on muscle
facilitation. We hypothesize that such perplexing outcomes can be accounted
for if muscle strength and weakness is understood to be centrally organized
and orchestrated.
4

Intelligently patterned organization. Occasionally, initial or subsequent
(post treatment) patterns of muscle facilitation may have a discernible and
unusual organization; i.e. all flexors weak and extensors strong in an entire
limb, all muscles in one limb inhibited, classic reciprocal gait facilitation
patterns in a supine patient, or weakness of left knee muscles when the right
knee is symptomatic. Such patterns likely represent an organized behavioral
response, again, most likely centrally orchestrated.

5 Pattern resolution. Following treatment of a targeted muscle, such
organized patterns are most likely to change to random ones, and random
patterns will display a decreased level of altered facilitation, though
occasionally application of treatment results in more altered muscle
facilitation than before the treatment.
6

Symptom resolution. The local and body-wide changes and decreases in
altered muscle facilitation following treatment are often accompanied by a
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change or reduction in the patient’s symptoms either immediately or
incrementally over a number of such treatments that address each subsequent
facilitation pattern that emerges. The decrease in symptoms often occurs even
if there was no direct treatment to the area of complaint. This is true for both
acute and chronic conditions.
7

Muscular-emotional equivalence. If patient focus on a stressful memory or
painful emotion is substituted for the muscle challenge, and similar treatment
protocols are applied, the level of psychological pain as measured by visual
analogue scale (VAS) or subjective units of discomfort scale (SUDS – nonvisual 0-10 rating of intensity) is often immediately and significantly reduced.

Reflection on these observations brings forth a number of questions.
What neurophysiological mechanism could explain rapid body-wide muscle
facilitation changes?
How does relatively minimal treatment distant from the area of complaint change
function and symptoms in the area of complaint?
What can account for the immediacy of the changes in both function, and often
symptomatology, again from minimal treatment distant from the area of complaint, a
response that occurs even in acute cases where tissue damage is often assumed?
By what mechanism can the same treatment protocol apply to both emotional and
physical pain?
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Behavioral analysis

The seven observations, listed above, at first glance defy explanation. Therefore,
before we delve into the central hypothesis of this paper, we will look at these
observations based on the well-established precepts of behavioral analysis. This
behavioral analysis, while ultimately not necessary to understand of the mechanisms
of muscular activation, is included in the interests of rounding out and understanding
the larger context of behavioral study, and demystifying the observations under the
light of a well-accepted discipline. In the final analysis, however, the neurobehavioral
hypothesis of muscle dysfunction that we will present is an evolutionary departure
from classical behavioral psychology, and thus a portion of this analysis will be
contradicted as look at the neurological underpinnings. As analogized to a car,
behavioral psychology refers to observation of the behavior of the car when the gas
pedal or brake pedal is pushed and how the position of the gear shift may change that
behavior. Understanding the activity of the fuel injectors, transmission, engine and
gas pedal linkage are not relevant to observing that behavior.
"Behavioral physiology” understands behavior as fundamentally psychological in
nature. Behavioral physiology studies principles that govern how physiology acquires
and processes information, both about “itself” and about its environment, and how it
makes use of this information for self-regulation and biological homeostasis. In
behavioral terms, this processing constitutes what is known as “learning,” and
includes the principles of attention, motivation, emotion, memory, sensation,
perception, and reinforcement. Learning is a fundamental life process of
physiological reconfiguration. In fact, all living things, from single cells to complex
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physiological systems, learn. Classically, behavioral physiology is studied as separate
from the neurophysiology that may underlie it, an important distinction for this paper
because as we will see later, an observed behavioral change may look quite different
when viewed through the underlying neurological processes.
The principles of biological learning can be easily, perhaps even elegantly, applied
to patient responses to CK assessment and treatment techniques and can explain what
might otherwise be considered “mysterious” outcomes, outcomes that might
otherwise also require equally mysterious explanations. “Applied behavioral
analysis,” as it is known in clinical circles, can explain all of the apparently odd
outcomes reported by Weissfeld and likely those of other applied kinesiology
techniques. An introduction to terminology and a behavioral analysis, based on the
principles of classical conditioning and operant conditioning and their interaction, is
presented below. Since the preponderance of physical medicine training and practice
does not include it, we include a review of basic behavioral terms. These behavioral
principles are in play in every dysfunction and clinical interaction, and yet are often
overlooked by researchers and clinicians in both conventional and alternative
medicine.
Classical conditioning (also known as Pavlovian conditioning) is understood as
part of basic biology. When STIMULI predict “meaningful” events, the result may be
classical conditioning. An event, the unconditioned stimulus (UCS), elicits an
unconditioned response or reflex (UCR). A version of this response attaches to the
predicting stimulus. When this happens, the stimulus is said to be a conditioned
stimulus (CS), and the response to this stimulus, becomes a conditioned response or
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reflex (CR). An example is aversion conditioning, where alcohol is associated with
a drug (the UCS), that results in vomiting (the UCR). The taste of this alcohol (CS)
now produces nausea (CR). Presentation of the alcohol (CS), however, without the
drug (UCS), ultimately results in extinction of nausea (CR). Extinction, as a
behavioral term, means the diminishment of a conditioned response, specifically the
reduction of a behavior, over time, that does not receive reinforcement. Extinction of
the behaviors of postural alteration from a sprained ankle occurs after the pain
subsides.
Other key classical conditioning principles relevant to the present analysis include
conditioned inhibition, external inhibition, and disinhibition. Conditioned inhibition
is the classical conditioning of inhibitory responses, e.g., heart rate suppression, rather
than an excitatory response, e.g., heart rate acceleration. External inhibition is the
disruption of an excitatory response through the introduction of a new stimulus event
into the perceptual field; the CR simply fails to appear. Disinhibition, like external
inhibition, is the disruption of a classically conditioned inhibitory response through
the introduction of a new stimulus event; the conditioned inhibitory response fails to
appear.
Examples of classical conditioned physiology include blood sugar regulation, drug
tolerance, withdrawal responses associated with addiction to drugs, immune system
suppression, organ rejection, single cell learning, among many others. Emotional
classical conditioning, negative and positive, includes conditioned fear, anxiety,
panic, sexual arousal, hunger, sleep, wakefulness (alertness), and likes and dislikes of
all kinds (e.g., places, people, and activities). Muscle responses, like salivation in
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Pavlov’s dog studies, can be easily and quickly classically conditioned to stimuli,
such as specific emotional, social, and physical experiences, (specifically including
pain).
Operant conditioning is basic biology (also known as instrumental conditioning).
When RESPONSES predict events, operant conditioning may be the result. Learning
takes place if the event predicted has “meaning.” If the event increased the
likelihood of the response, it is said to be “reinforcement,” negative or positive. A
positive reinforcement is the occurrence of an event (e.g., receiving money), and
negative reinforcement (not to be confused with punishment) is the termination of
an event (e.g., diminution of fear). The learned behavior is known as an operant
response. Punishment is an event that decreases the likelihood of an operant
response. When reinforcement is withdrawn for an operant response (i.e. not getting
paid for work), extinction is usually the result.
An example of operant learning relevant to our discussion, is contraction of a
muscle resulting in relief, safety, or a sense of control following an injury. The
reinforcement is a negative reinforcement; the removal of pain, or fear, increases the
likelihood of contraction. (This is specific adaptation, mentioned earlier.) This is an
example of active avoidance learning. Unfortunately, however, although the
original basis for the pain is long since gone (recovery from an injury), the learned
operant (e.g., contraction) remains intact, and continues to be emitted based on
reduction of fear. Central to our hypothesis is the understanding that, without a
behavioral intervention, the behavior (learning) may remain intact regardless of any
mechanical intervention that may be introduced. The altered postures conditioned
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following trauma may remain intact. Learning to “not contract” for relief, pain
reduction, fear reduction, or safety is passive avoidance learning.
Another important element of operant conditioning is the discriminative stimulus
(written, SD), which sets the occasion (when/where) for an operant behavior, as
follows: SD → behavior → reinforcement. An unusual example is operant learning
by chicken embryos, just days old, that learned to control their environment by
changing heart rate. Increasing heart rate (the operant) turned on a warming light
(positive reinforcement), and decreasing heart rate turned it off (negative
reinforcement). In the presence of a vibration (SD), the same embryos learned to
reverse the behaviors, where increasing heart rate (operant) turned the warming light
off (negative reinforcement), and decreasing heart rate turned it back on (positive
reinforcement). Posture and muscle activation patterns may be similarly conditioned.
A standing posture, following a sprained ankle, becomes the SD for postural
adaptation originally learned by the reduction of pain (negative reinforcement) that
occurred when putting more weight on the healthy ankle, along with all attendant
body-wide changes in muscular activation.
Behaviors, i.e., physiological activities, are regulated by very specific
circumstances. Learning is stimulus specific. Conditioned responses are emitted (or
triggered) by very specific stimuli, conditioned (CS) or discriminative (SD), but as a
result of stimulus generalization both classical and operant behaviors will also be
elicited/emitted by similar but different stimuli. Stimulus generalization may not only
occur due to external - perceived - stimuli, it may also become embedded in
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seemingly unrelated complex patterns of coping behavior, such as maladaptive
muscle patterns.
Learning is also state specific. Context changes the meaning of stimuli that
regulate behavior, both conditioned stimuli (CS) as a result of classical conditioning,
and discriminative stimuli (SD) as a result of operant conditioning. As context
changes CS and SD events yield diminished responses, different responses, or no
responses at all. Changes in response strength and probability are a function of
stimulus generalization. These contextual changes may be internal, not just external.
The internal contextual changes are referred to as “state” changes. What is learned
in one state may not transfer to another state; stimulus generalization may not occur.
When this happens we say that the learning is state-dependent. An extreme example
is the drug addiction, e.g., alcoholism, where constellations of complex personal and
social behaviors are biologically tied to drug and non-drug states, behavioral patterns
that are elicited and emitted accordingly. Patterns of muscle activation as well may be
state dependent.
Vicious circle avoidance learning involves the interaction of classical
conditioning, operant conditioning, and cognitive learning. For example, fear may be
classically conditioned to the thought, the intention, and initiation (CS) of using a
constellation of muscle contractions in a “usual manner.” The patient learns an
alternative way of muscle responding, a new set of operants, which is reinforced by
fear reduction (and avoidance of pain). The same stimuli that serve as a CS, e.g.,
intention, also now serve as an SD for the new operant muscle patterns; they trigger
the motivation for the operant and provide for its reinforcement. When the injury is
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healed, the newly reinforced muscle pattern may unwittingly remain, unidentified by
practitioner and patient; the behavior has not been extinguished (unlearned) because it
continues to be reinforced through fear reduction. Without changing what has been
learned, the behavior is chronic and self-sustaining, potentially leading to
compensatory responses in other muscle groups, potentially causing a new kind of
pain and discomfort, a mystery perhaps to both practitioner and patient who may then
mistakenly formulate misleading mechanical explanations.
The analyses to be presented are only several of many that could be formulated to
account for the observed effects of CK interventions. They serve as an example.
More information would be required to make a determination of the most likely
factors involved. A behavioral analysis of muscle weakness, for example, might be
as follows:
The instructions given to patients predispose them to “resisting,” contracting the
“relevant” muscles. Although in most cases, there is resistance, in some cases there
is, relatively less resistance. In other words, in some cases there is a response (a
contraction) to pressure (a stimulus) and in other cases there less (decreased response,
decreased contraction). The failure of full response (contraction) may be the
consequence of two potentially competing discriminative stimuli involved: (1) the
implicit (or explicit) instructional set given to patients is an SD for “resisting,” (i.e.,
contracting the “relevant” muscles), and (2) the applied pressure is an SD for muscle
inhibition, a case of passive avoidance learning where “not responding” had been
historically reinforced though pain or fear reduction. A second alternative is that the
second SD (pressure) is emitting a more highly reinforced muscle response pattern
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elsewhere in the body, one historically associated with successful avoidance of pain
or discomfort, a case of active avoidance learning; thus, you would expect to see other
muscles resisting, ones perhaps not under direct observation. And, a third alternative
possibility may be that the first stimulus, the instructional SD, is competing with a CR,
a conditioned inhibitory muscle reflex response elicited by the CS (pressure applied),
learned as a result of injury or trauma. In each case the target muscle shows up as
“weak.”
When the same weak muscle is retested a short time later, immediately after the
introduction of an intervention, the same stimulus, SD or CS (pressure), now in fact
does trigger the intended response, a contraction, i.e., resistance. What makes the
difference? The avoidance responses, passive or active, rely on classically
conditioned fear (the CR) for their motivation. The CK interventions may trigger
external inhibition of the CR (fear) required for triggering the avoidance behaviors,
fear that was classically conditioned to the same stimulus (pressure serving as both a
CS and as an SD) at a time of injury and trauma. Without fear the avoidance
responses, “not contracting” (passive) or contracting other muscles elsewhere (active),
are weakened, or disappear altogether, thus allowing the competing SD to emit its
operant, contraction of the target muscle. In the case of classically conditioned
muscle inhibition, the introduction of the intervention may result in disinhibition, i.e.,
disruption of the classically conditioned inhibition, as in the case of external
inhibition which disrupts excitatory classical conditioning.
These behavioral analyses are supported by at least three considerations. (1) The
types of interventions that will have this effect, while not irrelevant, are highly
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variable; external inhibition and disinhibition require only an element of novelty, or
distraction, or shift in attention. (2) The target muscle responses (contractions,
resistance) occur immediately following the intervention, a condition prerequisite to
external inhibition and disinhibition. And, (3) over time the CK treatments become
more successful. This would be expected as a result of the extinction of classically
conditioned responses, including emotional and inhibitory CRs, as a result of
exposure to the CS without negative consequences. Without the CRs, passive and
active avoidance responses, the operants, are extinguished as a result of the
disappearance of both motivation (fear) and reinforcement (fear reduction).
Besides accounting for muscle weakness and the outcomes of implementing CK
techniques for targeting, treating, and strengthening single weak muscles, the
following CK outcomes can also be easily accounted for:


Muscles besides the target muscle behave differently as a result of targeting a
single muscle. Learned behavioral patterns constitute the organization and
configuration of simpler responses, operantly reinforced behavioral patterns.
The SD in question is likely to exert stimulus control over specific patterns of
activity, e.g., a learned avoidance (passive or active) defensive pattern in
response to fear, pain, and trauma that involved the recruitment and
organization of specific muscles responses.



Significant changes in general body-wide muscle activity patterns may result
from targeting single muscles. Learned muscle behavioral patterns may
comprise an overall physical posture, an observable posture that it tied
together into a yet greater posture that includes other physiological systems,
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e.g., emotion and the autonomic nervous system, as well as psychological
experience by the patient. The CK intervention that targets a single muscle,
and momentarily dismantles the passive avoidance habit, may disengage the
defensive physical posture which in turn may have a significant impact on
seemingly unrelated or distantly related symptoms, e.g., anxiety and
memories.


Changes in muscle activity may be remote from both the target muscle site
and the site of treatment, and appear unrelated. In the absence of a systems
perspective of physiology, and without an understanding of how learning is
fundamental to physiological functioning, this outcome may seem mysterious.
Based on the above considerations, this finding is self-evident.



Target muscle activity may be part of a larger behavioral pattern, e.g., left
knee shows weakness, while right knee is injured. Left knee and right knee
muscle behaviors involve the same muscles on opposite sides. Response
generalization is basic to biological learning. A reinforced response is a
“category” of similar responses. Obviously the original response can never be
identically reproduced. Other considerations have already been previously
described.



Organized patterns of muscle behavior may disappear altogether and/or
become organized differently. This outcome is entirely consistent with the
above analyses, e.g., the defensive pattern may “stop on dime,” simply as a
function of which discriminative stimulus is dominant, the one controlling the
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contraction or the one regulating passive avoidance. Stimulus control is
specific, powerful, and immediate.


Symptoms may disappear immediately or incrementally as more muscles are
targeted across the same or subsequent treatment sessions. Symptoms which
disappear immediately may do so as a function of which discriminative
stimulus is in play. The behaviors emitted by these stimuli may mediate
different physiological outcomes, i.e., what the patient experiences.
Symptoms may disappear incrementally overall in the patient’s life as a
function of extinguishing the classically emotional and inhibitory responses
that motivate and reinforce the previously learned defensive responses that
comprise a fundamental physical and emotional posture.



Positive outcomes are often reported even if the treatment is in an area
apparently unrelated to the area of complaint. Behavioral changes in muscles
in one location are likely to lead to associated changes in unsuspected places
in other locations as the overall postural pattern is altered.



Recalling stressful memories and painful emotions yield positive outcomes
from the same CK techniques as do muscle dysfunction. This finding is
indeed consistent with the present behavioral analysis. Extinction of
emotional responses and memory triggering, as a result of desensitization
during exposure to conditioned (CS), results in extinction of passive and
active avoidance learning behaviors, as well as classically conditioned
inhibition. The originally learned adaptive behaviors, pre-trauma behaviors,
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may then be reinstated and reinforced upon the extinction of these
alternatively less adaptive behaviors.

METHOD
Respecting the seventh and final observation, above, namely the ability to apply
the same treatment to both psychological and muscular conditions, an investigation of
possible connection between the methods and results of AK/CK based treatment and
those of a number of treatments collectively known as Energy Psychology (EP)
seemed to be in order. EP methods use non-informational sensory or motor
stimulation to achieve psychological benefits. It was thus reasonable to hypothesize
that similar mechanisms were at play in both contexts.
To examine this possibility, Weissfeld undertook an informal, uncontrolled study
on 7 subjects. The study purpose was to determine if side-to-side eye movements, as
used in Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), the most well
known of the EP therapies, would change the function of weak muscles in a similar
manner to which to that of the AK/CK protocol treatment.
EMDR desensitization is the application side-to-side eye movements, in practice
generally done simultaneously with focus on an emotionally charged stressor, for 2050 seconds. The eye movements are the central therapeutic piece of the larger EMDR
protocol that enjoys the widest professional acceptance and has the largest research
base of any of a group of physiological stimulation methods used to treat
psychological disorders. (Others generally falling under the umbrella title of Energy
Psychology (EP) – not an exhaustive list here - EFT, Emotional Freedom Technique
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and TFT, Thought Field Therapy both of which use tapping of acupuncture points,
and the chiropractic-based NET, Neuro-Emotional Technique. Of these, EMDR
enjoys the largest and most reputable research base, though other EP methods do have
research17.) Rated as "probably efficacious in the treatment of civilian post-traumatic
stress disorder" by the American Psychological Association, EMDR often has the
effect of immediately reducing the intensity level of psychological pain. [18,19]
There were several similarities between using AK/CK protocol for psychological
distress, and the various EP methods. The first is the need to activate the stressful
feeling or memory (or weak muscle) with simultaneous or closely following
application of sensory stimulation (treatment). The second is the finding of immediate
change in symptoms following therapeutic intervention. I do not generally use side-toside eye movement with my patients, nor do I regularly use any of the other named EP
therapies, though I consider what I do to use similar principles. If side-to-side eye
movements strengthened weak muscles, it would suggest that similar principles
applied to both emotional and motor conditioning.
Weak muscles are defined for this study as muscles not able to lock isometrically,
generally the equivalent of 3.5 or 4 on the 1-5 on muscle grading scale. The simple
study was non-blinded, using random volunteers who had not self-selected as patients
in the practice. Individual muscles around presently or occasionally symptomatic
joints were tested to find those that were displaying isometric unlocking (inability to
hold a stationary position against pressure) to a manual test.
After first determining the weak muscles around the area of complaint, weak
muscles were tested in random order and followed up immediately with side-to-side
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eye movement for about 20 seconds. Targeted muscles in several subjects were
alternatively treated with acupuncture point tapping as done in the EP procedure
Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) [20, 21].

RESULTS
In every case, without exception, 20 seconds of side-to-side eye movement or EFT
point tapping had the effect of strengthening the inhibited muscle that had just been
tested.
One of the subjects, SM, a 40-year-old female school counselor in otherwise good
health, reported that she had successful right medial collateral and ACL repair 20
years earlier, after a skiing accident. She reported being released from physical
therapy when the knee was at 90% compared to the opposite knee. Some pain
remained in the knee in certain movements but not enough to significantly interfere
with daily living. SM had 5 muscles in the ipsilateral knee and ankle (usually tested
and corrected as well when working with knee problems) that were inhibited, and eye
movements immediately restored locking to all.
A 1-month follow-up on SM showed that all muscles remained intact to isometric
tests, and pain was not present except when she did a particular twisting movement
that she only did when dancing. She did report however, unprompted, that she still
couldn’t shake the image of her knee twisted at an impossible angle as it was after the
accident (a common clinical finding when muscles are routinely tested). When she
thought of that image, several of the previously tested muscles that had strengthened
were again inhibited. After doing the eye movements while she held the image in
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mind, the visualization of her mangled knee was difficult to bring to mind at all
(again, a common clinical finding, also common to EMDR). All the muscles that had
been weakened by the visualization were now locking appropriately, and re-imaging
the visualization did not change their facilitation. The pain in the twisting movement
was immediately gone as well.

DISCUSSION
Putting aside the obvious limitations of design and size, the study, the results, save
for the unanimity of the responses were not surprising, from Weissfeld’s experience
over thousands of muscles refacilitated via other methods.
The various EP therapies have all found that mild, non-specific therapeutic inputs
to the nervous system have the ability to create immediate specific changes when the
inputs are performed immediately subsequent or simultaneously with activation of a
pathological response that is being targeted. Eye movement (EMDR) or tapping
points (EFT, TFT) or spinal stimulation or manipulation (NET) don’t have the
desired effect unless their therapeutic stimulation comes simultaneous or immediately
subsequent to conscious focus on the emotion, thought or memory that they are
attempting to address. Research (addressed later) has strongly indicated that
memories are subject to erasure when memory formation is blocked following their
activation.
Given these findings, what can account for the changes in muscle facilitation
following eye movements? We conclude that change in muscle behavior could only
be accounted for by a change in learning, either by creating new learning or altering
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what is already in memory. In the brain there are at least two different types of
learning that may be differentiated, each with different sites of operation. The effect
could be located in any, all or several of the following areas:
Is the effect on procedural memory, the memory of how muscles organize to create
patterns of movement? Are we altering memories of motor patterning? This would
put the effect in the basal ganglia, cerebellum and motor cortex, brainstem or
extrapyramidal areas that control primitive postural reflexes.
Given the similar results on emotion with eye movements, is the change in the
emotional learning – how the muscle is perceived via the limbic system or other area?
This would likely put the effect in the amygdala or limbic system.
Muscle and posture strategies and prediction

Procedural memory, sometimes known as instrumental memory, is the name for
memory of muscular activation routines that are the templates of behavior, the
complex patterns of movement or manipulation of objects that may be called upon to
respond to needs of the environment, and adapted as needed in real-time, as in an
experienced driver swerving around a pedestrian who stepped out in front of his car.
Procedural memory is implicit or unconscious. Compared to emotional conditioning,
the exact mechanisms of procedural memory are poorly understood, [22] though it is
known that they are enacted mostly through interactions between the basal ganglia,
cerebellum and motor cortex, brainstem, and extrapyramidal areas that control
primitive postural reflexes.[23] The cerebellum also is critically involved in motor
learning. [24]
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Two concepts need to be elucidated to delve into the findings: muscle synergies
and movement prediction, both of which rely on implicit memory for their success.
Muscle synergies are pre-determined routines of coordinated muscle activity that
are building blocks of movement. They are task-dependent groupings of muscle
activations that are combined and reused to generate a variety of behaviors. [25]
There are a limited number of possible motor synergies, [26] much fewer than if each
muscle had to be separately controlled through each movement. [27,28] The
repertoire of movements also includes alternative synergies, allowing adaptation or
muscle substitution. [29,30,31,32]
Muscle synergies require a coordinator, or organizer. [33] The “schema theory”
[34] holds that schemas are not sensory or motor but rather memorized relationships –
links between several sensory or motor components of action. Posited as existing in
the parietal cortex, which adds the relationship of the body to maps of the outside
world, the schema may associate different representations of the body in various
areas.[35] It includes a repertoire of all possible actions built on past actions. A
gymnast, for instance, would have a much larger repertoire of how to get around an
obstacle than the average pedestrian. Out of this repertoire, a motor strategy is
automatically defined that groups together various synergies to plan a motor event.
Such planning, according to principles of behavioral physiology, will be inextricably
connected with the context in which it was originally learned. [36]
In order to have success in movement, the brain must be able to predict the
outcome of the movement. [37] Prediction is based on learning from past
consequences, including sensory consequences and outcome consequences. [38] In
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fact, before any movement takes place, the brain runs a feedforward simulation of the
movement, with all the attendant neurological activation (including both facilitation
and inhibition) of motor and sensory pathways that remain inhibited to actual
movement. [39] Posture too is predictive, with alterations of posture undertaken
before the anticipated movement. Contrary to expectation, posture is not maintained
by error detection and correction. [40] Posture is subject to learning, as well. [41,42]
Prediction is an extremely important concept, because it translates past experience
– learning - into present muscle facilitation - behavior. We will use a term predictive
equation to refer to the central integration of many the factors which altering
execution of motor patterns. Some of them are:


feedforward of somatosensory information regarding the current internal
state – visual, proprioceptive, vestibular, cutaneous and nocioceptive;[43]



feedforward sensory information about the immediate environment to be
interacted with, [44]



learned expectations of the qualities of the environment (is the ball you are
about to lift foam or lead?), [45]



learned expectations from previous results with similar movements with
regard to postural and muscular synergies applied successfully or not, and
emotional characteristics, [46] or the context of that movement (Did
previous use of movement cause pain, or happen when pain or pleasure
happened to be present? Where did it happen and when in your life?), and
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supraspinal calibration of stretch and other somatosensory receptors and
reflexes, presynaptically modulating spinal reflexes, which may be based on
some or all of the above factors of the predictive equation, and in turn
altering the equation. [47]

These factors all interact to yield the choice of a particular movement strategy over
others, [48,49] and, the slower the movements, the more they are subject to realtime
alteration by sensory feedback at central or spinal reflex levels.
The role of the cerebellum and basal ganglia

The cerebellum, entirely subconscious, is a storage area for conditioned motor
learning.[50] It participates in planning and modification of motor activities though
comparison of the intended movement with the outcome movement, pre-movement
postural planning, timing and regulation of muscle tone. [51, 52] It plays an important
coordinating or organizing roll with its homunculi organized functionally rather than
by body part. In the cat, for instance, the neurons controlling whiskers, mouth and
paws, all used for cleaning, are grouped together. A particular area may thus be
represented in several functional organizations within the cerebellum. [53] In addition
to its role in motor activity, the cerebellum is also a part of an integrated network
regulating emotional behavior [54] and participates in fear learning. [55] It shows
increased blood flow in individuals with PTSD.[56]
The basal ganglia, second among suspects for conditioned learning that may be
central to muscle dysfunction, are important in procedural memory and control of
movement, and are well connected to the amygdala.[57] Because of those basal
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ganglia-amygdala connections, the amygdala may be a key trigger of post-traumatic
aspects of muscular function.
Coordinating activity among cortical areas, and possibly responsible for ‘chunking’
representations of motor and cognitive action sequences so that they can be implemented as
performance units, [58] the basal ganglia respond to signals from the limbic system

related to successful completion of movement by promoting memory storage of the
successful combination. [59] The basal ganglia may, along with the motor cortex,
[60] be the implementer of action sequences initiated by the amygdala and/or the
cerebellum. Disruption of established memories in any of those areas could disrupt
resulting behavior, but evidence points to combined action of the cerebellum (motor
conditioning) and amygdala (emotional conditioning) in evocation of motor behavior.
[61,62] As we will see, memory traces in both areas are similarly affected by the same
neurochemical factors.
PTSD conditioning, musculoskeletal dysfunction and the amygdala

The amygdala (particularly the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala) is a major
memory center for conditioned behaviors, and it is particularly conditioned by pain
and trauma. It is overactive in PTSD, while the activity of the hippocampus, and the
activity of the conscious, rational prefrontal cortex are diminished. [63,64,65] The
hippocampus holds non-emotional, declarative and spatial memory, additionally
storing memory of the context of pain and trauma, (SD, in behavioral terms).
Activation of the amygdala increases memory consolidation in other areas of the
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brain, [66,67] meaning that what occurs under stress or arousal will be more likely to
be learned.
Central to our thesis, we propose that a more limited version of PTSD, a
musculoskeletal PTSD, (mPTSD) which is a subset of PTSD but may also be present
distinct from the psychological state of PTSD, may exist. It may be triggered or held
in the cerebellum and/or triggered by amygda activation of defensive patterns in the
basal ganglia, motor cortex or cerebellum. In mPTSD, we hypothesize, adaptive
motor reactions to various stressful or traumatic events are learned and then repeated,
either consistently or in response to particular circumstances. This smaller-scale
variant of PTSD proceeds from traumas of less impact, like a sprain/strain injury, [68]
but would also be a feature of classical PTSD. The definition of mPTSD then, is a
learned adaptive condition of altered muscle facilitation that follows stress or trauma.
It is comprised of specific muscle and postural strategies composed of altered muscle
facilitation based on the specific adaptations to specific stress or trauma.
Psychological, vestibular and autonomic aspects of the nervous system will be
involved in mPTSD, [69] as activity of each is necessarily a part of muscle activation
and posture. Once the stressful or traumatic incident is completed, or tissues have
healed, the raison d'etre for the adaptation is no longer present, yet its results remain
in memory, thus becoming maladaptive, creating PTSD or mPTSD.
SM, the study participant with the repaired ACL in fact reported the persistent
image of her knee in its injured state, a symptom of PTSD, and the resolution of that
was part of normalizing the function of the knee. So in that case, what appeared to be
just a functional problem revealed hidden psychological aspects, not an unusual
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finding in clinical experience, but also not necessarily crucial to the resolution of
MSD by the methods we are proposing.
Psychological, vestibular and autonomic aspects of the nervous system will be
involved in mPTSD, as activity of each is necessarily a part of muscle activation and
posture. [70] (The immune system too may be affected.) [71] (This may be one
explanation of the clinical improvements in other systems sometimes noted when we
are treating musculoskeletal complaints. Generalization of benefits is often noted or
from spinal manipulation, and vestibular training can improve musculoskeletal
complaints.) [72]
Conditioning of musculoskeletal PTSD

As stated earlier, several storage areas for conditioning in the brain are thought to
the amygdala and the cerebellum. PTSD is a conditioned reaction whose triggers are
largely located in the amygdala, [73] which, when aroused, triggers reactions
throughout the neuraxis including motor reactions. mPTSD, to the extent that it
exists, may be built on the same circuits. The amygdala may be the focal point for
maintenance of the conditioned reactions of mPTSD, and likely one area
therapeutically impacted by EP approaches such as EMDR. The integrative functions
of the basal ganglia might respond to cues from the amygdala and incorporate them
into the predictive equation. The cerebellum, on the other hand may be the more
important area for storage for the conditioned motor reactions, or it may yield its
contribution in response to or in combination with the amygdala.
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Phenomenologically, at least five factors may relate to the onset, conditioning and
maintenance of mPTSD which, interacting among each other, may be instrumental in
the development of learning of new motor strategies or set up triggers (CS) for
activation of existing alternate motor strategies (CR). Each will add to the predictive
equation, with all the attendant activations of motor, proprioceptive and sensory
pathways. The potential conditioning experiences and maintenance mechanisms for
mPTSD are:
1

Uncompleted trauma-reaction engrams [74,75,76,77]
1.1 Somatic experiencing is a theory and treatment approach introduced and
elaborated by Peter Levine Ph.D., which views trauma memories as
uncompleted trauma reactions. The theory states that the bodies of
traumatized individuals portray "snapshots" of their unsuccessful and
uncompleted attempts to defend themselves in the face of threat and
injury. Trauma response that is coded in the brain as unsuccessful
engenders an incomplete survival response to the threat. This incomplete
response unconsciously activates or moves towards threshold muscle
activation behaviors that are triggered continually or periodically to
complete their defensive or offensive imperative.

2

Post-traumatic repetition-learned muscle synergy engrams [78,
79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86]
2.1 Following an injury, tissue damage and resulting pain create the need for
altered muscle function to protect the injured tissues and avoid pain. The
antalgic postures require either creation of new muscle synergies or muscle
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and postural strategies, or re-organization of existing synergies or
strategies. This may sacrifice efficiency and cause asymmetry of forces
acting on joints, affecting movement and posture. These ongoing
imbalances can adversely affect joint function, possibly encouraging
arthrosis of involved joints, leading to further alteration of posture. These
synergies are then repeated - essentially practiced – and perfected, and
learning not to perform such behaviors is notoriously difficult, particularly
when the patterns are outside of conscious awareness after the pain is
gone.
3

The tendency to over-react to trauma [87,88,89,90]
3.1 When we treat a strain/sprain injury or an ‘overused’ body part with
elevation, ice and compression, we are giving a nod to the concept that the
body has reacted to stress or trauma by initiating an overwrought
inflammatory reaction. Increases in norepinephrine and cortisol that are
initiated by pain and stress cause overconsolidation – formation of
stronger memory engrams. Anecdotally, ‘walking off’ a minor lower
extremity injury seems to be effective. Does this remind the brain that the
body is still functioning acceptably, possibly short-circuiting the tendency
towards over-reaction?

4

Psychological posture engrams [91,92,93,94,95]
4.1 Psychological states and traits affect posture, and thus affect muscle
tension and balance, and presumably add to the predictive equation.

5

Compensations to all of the above [96,97,98]
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5.1 Compensation represents the ongoing attempts to maximize function given
the conditions that are in place. 'Successful' compensation allows the body
to function well enough – though it will necessarily be less efficient and
more stressful than the pre-adaptation/compensation state. Successful in
this case means that given all conditions, the body is doing the best that it
can, even if that includes operating in pain.
5.2 Muscular compensation is well known to practitioners of various forms of
applied kinesiology. Because of the importance of these phenomena, we
offer several examples.
5.2.a It is not uncommon for patients to present with weak muscles on the
opposite side from their complaints. This is known as switching in
Applied Kinesiology. Briefly rubbing the ‘kidney 27’ acupuncture
points bilaterally will predictably correct the situation, often with the
interesting result of the exact same pattern of muscles weakness now
transferred to the side of the complaint, where it 'belongs'.
5.2.b The reverse myotatic reflex (stretch reflex), is a spinal reflex that
inhibits the activity of a muscle that is overstretched. It is possible to
elicit this reflex manually, by stretching the golgi tendon organs or
muscle spindles. If a previously intact muscle is tested immediately
after such manual stretch, it should be inhibited (weak). The absence
of this reflex is a compensation response, wherein the muscle has been
essentially locked into strength, by definition a proprioceptive
dysfunction. [99] Correction of this compensation will frequently
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cause the involved muscle to test as weak, revealing its truer functional
compromise. (Correction of this compensation could be a preventative
factor in muscle tears or strains, both traumatic and repetitive, because
the muscle continues to contract despite the forces that should evoke
the self protective relaxation and lengthening.)
5.2.c Correction of compensation runs the risk of temporarily increasing
symptoms that had been masked by the compensation.
5.2.d It is possible that compensation may be part of the mechanism that
locks adaptation into a more permanent state by stabilizing the
dysfunction.
Memory erasure following activation

Damasio (1999) coined the term 'body loops', [100] to describe states of somatic
activation induced by central emotional activation that feedback to somatosensory
receptors. This essentially means that the awareness of an emotion comes as a result
of awareness of sensations in the body.
Scaer, (2001) postulated a related process that includes memory: “Myofascial pain
probably represents procedural memory for the specific defensive motor stretch reflex
and its proprioceptive template precipitated by the movement of the body in the MVA
[motor vehicle accident], thereafter elicited by stress or any movement pattern
reminiscent of the accident, in the form of bracing and muscle spasm.” [101] PTSD
and mPTSD are both conditioned memory problems wherein the memories
themselves, not the mechanics of memory are the problem. They are problems not of
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hardware, rather of the data that creates the functional software which formats
behavior.
Until recently, memory, including conditioned memory, was thought to be
indelible. (This supposition forms the basis of classical behavioral analysis, which
does not look at the underlying neuromechanics of behavior.) The neurological
understanding was that the expression of behavior could either be covered up by new
learning or separated from the trigger that elicited the behavioral response to that
learning, but that the learning it self still remained. First elucidated by Pavlov, [102]
the term extinction in behavioral science means the reduction of a behavior that does
not receive reinforcement. Extinction occurs when the expected result does not follow
the conditioned stimulus it was tied to. As an example, mice are conditioned to
associate a footshock with a tone. When the tone appears without the following
footshock, fear behavior eventually disappears.
The understanding of extinction changes when it is applied to the behind-thescenes neurophysiology. There, extinction is seen to be not an end to the conditioned
memory engram at all, rather it is the formation of a new memory that covers up, but
does not abolish, the old memory. [103, 104] Extinction is may be caused in part by
new learning in the prefrontal cortex [105]. It is context specific (a discriminative
stimulus, SD, in behavioral terms) with the learned contextual reference stored in the
hippocampus, so changing the setting may change the learning. [106] The
neurophysiology of extinction then, is an additive process requiring new learning.
If we look at neurophysiological mechanism of extinction, the addition of new
learning, it is unlikely that eye movements, which are information neutral and do not
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contain meaning relevant to a specific muscle, would be capable of adding new
information that would cause extinction. But what other mechanism could account
for this?
Around the year 2000 a new theory about the permanence of memory was
beginning to seep into the literature, shaking established assumptions. The
preponderance of evidence showed that once activated, memories, (fear inducing
memories in the amygdala were among the first studied), became unfixed from
storage and subject to being lost if they were not reconsolidated. Where we
previously thought of memories like files on our computers where the saved version
of them remain even if our computer crashed, memory now could be seen more like a
file from a filing cabinet, which, if blown away by the wind, was gone for good. This
was even found to affect well-established memories. [107]
If a conditioned memory is activated (CS), as in the conditioned mouse expecting a
foot shock when hearing a tone, it becomes labile, and needs to be stored again reconsolidated - or it ceases to exist. If a substance that prevents the formation of new
memories is injected into the amygdala and the conditioned tone, is played, the mouse
will show fear behavior as expected but in subsequent trials it will not show fear on
hearing the tone.
Could methods that rely on sensory input (EMDR and the others) to treat affect
disorders have their effect by preventing reconsolidation? Inhibition of
reconsolidation is already considered a potential treatment for PTSD via
pharmacological approaches. [108] This would likely put their action in the amygdala,
the home of fear conditioning, though it is worth noting that EP procedures including
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EMDR claim to work as well across a spectrum of painful affective states [109,110]
and even for physical pain [111]. EMDR treatment of grief [112] for instance, which
seems to have a very different spectrum of brain activity than fear, [113] indicates that
if inhibition of reconsolidation is a factor in its effectiveness, the amygdala is only
one of the possible places of effect.
It has been shown with fear memory in the amygdala at least, that activation
(retrieval of a specific memory) produces a synaptic potentiation in the lateral amygdala
that is selective to the reactivated memory and that disruption of reconsolidation is correlated
with a reduction of that synaptic potentiation. Thus, both retrieval and reconsolidation alter
memories via synaptic plasticity at selectively targeted synapses, [114] paralleling the way a
specific muscle can be targeted for disruption of its maladaptive function.

Areas of conditioned motor learning may be the areas of storage for mPTSD
conditioning. Motor conditioning involves the ipsilateral cerebellar nuclei, bilateral
cerebellar cortex, anterior vermis, contralateral pontine tegmentum, ipsilateral
hippocampal formation, and bilateral striatum (basal ganglia). [115,116] Of these, the
cerebellum is the best suspect for mPTSD conditioning, as it strongly adds to the
predictive equation (see above) and is also involved in fear learning and PTSD.
[117,118] It could well work jointly with the amygdala in formation of PTSD and
mPTSD. Cerebellar motor conditioning has shown to be subject to both inhibition of
reconsolidation upon activation, and to extinction. [119]
A model of non-reconsolidation of conditioned motor (or for that matter,
emotional) learning upon successful therapy may not mean that the learned movement
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(or defensive emotional activation) strategies themselves are erased. There are two
possible explanations for our observations.
1. The learning that mapped the somatic behavior may have been erased by the
blockage of reconsolidation, meaning that the memory of how to adapt in that specific
way is eliminated.
2. The memory of how to accomplish the action may still be present, but the
trigger (CR) which evokes the behavior may have been disrupted.
Behavioral observation cannot differentiate between the two, but both are different
from extinction. Treatments to the body that add sensory input, particularly those that
include sensory or motor input to the local area of muscle dysfunction - massage,
exercise, practice of certain movements, stretching, etc – may add location-specific
information that can alter the old pattern through extinction. This new information, if
effective in changing facilitation patterns, may do so because of specific meaning to
the system, encouraging specific new, hopefully more successful compensation on top
of preexisting adaptation (extinction). The old pattern is altered either by encouraging
novel compensations that may involve the whole postural system, or by encouraging
intelligent alteration of the current prevailing facilitation patterns based on unknown,
and, in the vagaries of clinical practice, unknowable specific effects of such inputs. It
may also be said that nothing occurs without meaning. Eye movements or any input
will have some unavoidable amount of meaning, based on the individual’s learning
from past experiences using side-to-side eye movements or even the subject’s reaction
to being instructed to do a strange thing.
So, by what mechanisms might reconsolidation be inhibited by various therapies?
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The locus ceruleus – fearmonger?

Norepinephrine (NE), produced by the locus ceruleus (LC) may turn out to be the
major enforcer reconsolidation acting throughout the brain. Activation of the LC
enhances consolidation in the amygdala, [120,121] and it turns out, the cerebellum as
well. [122,123] The LC receives pain, proprioceptive, visual, auditory and vestibular
input, both filtered and unfiltered by the thalamus.[124] Physical or emotional trauma
both stimulate the LC, increasing its output of NE which in turn can actually cause
memory overconsolidation. [125] Activation of the amygdala in turn activates the LC,
creating a positive feedback loop. [126] Activation of the LC elicits postural
asymmetry and movement changes. [127] The LC affects posture via projections to
the spinal chord and is itself affected by changes in the spinal chord from postural
changes. The cervical joint proprioceptors, activated in velocity changes and
perturbation of balance, have connections into the LC. [128] The resulting increase in
NE increases memory consolidation and reconsolidation and its elevation has been
associated with PTSD. [129,130] Beta-blockers like propranolol (which block
noradrenergic receptors for NE) are considered a potential treatment for PTSD.[131]
In fact NE seems to play a part in consolidation and maintenance of conditioned
learning in general, in many areas of the brain, [132] so anything that inhibits the LC
will tend to reduce consolidation and reconsolidation of conditioned memory. This
may be used to clinical beneficial feature when dealing with physically and affectively
painful circumstances, which by their nature increase NE. A partial list of
endogenous LC/NE inhibitors include opioids [133,134,135] and GABA, [136,137]
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both of which may also act to affect extinction and reconsolidation directly in the
amygdala.[138,139,140]
The cerebellum, the likely area for mPTSD conditioning, if not emotional
conditioning, is similarly affected by NE [141] and GABA, [142] directly and thus
would also be modulated by anything that modulates the LC. Thus, we see a
mechanism by which the same therapeutic modalities can treat both affective and
motor dysfunction.
The LC has a close relationship to spinal proprioceptors, which, by way of the
thalamus, cortical sensorimotor integration areas,[143] and cerebellar vestibular
afferents, trigger LC production of NE to increase general arousal in response to the
orienting reflex of head, neck and ocular tracking system scanning for biologically
imperitive threat, feeding or reproductive opportunities. [144] The spinal
proprioceptors themselves are affected by reflex arcs that summate somatosensory
afferents in the dorsal horn of the spinal column, [145,146] and also affect the LC via
peripheral sensation and pain [147,148] via various pathways. These effects may
serve to alter posture and spinal muscle tone and alignment, [149] and, in a positive
feedback loop may further increase LC activity.
Energy psychology and norepinephrine

Human experience of the seamless nature of memory belies fragility built into the
system. That a brief and seemingly trivial sensory input can disrupt and rapidly alter
long held memory patterns, immediately changing physical or emotional pain into
mild discomfort defies the logic of day-to-day experience. In the absence of
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appropriate therapy or corrective experience, the elicitation of the memory of trauma
will increase NE, [150] and reconsolidation seems to reinstate a similar enough
version of the conditioned reaction that change if it occurs, is only noticed after the
passage of a good deal of time.
The various EP therapies may each contribute differently to a transitory or ongoing
downregulation or blockade of NE. Each works with the same general procedure
which includes: 1) determination of present state of patient, and use of clinical
judgment as to what the patient’s immediate priority is 2) elicitation and focus of
attention on a specific feeling, emotion, image, thought or memory, 3) application of
therapeutic modality, simultaneously or shortly following elicitation, and 4)
recalibration of the affective state to determine what change has occurred. The
effectiveness of EP therapies is likely more dependant on the clinical judgment and
skill of the practitioner in choosing and eliciting the most central and important focus
than on the modality of treatment, although it has been found that, in chemical
blockade of protein synthesis required for reconsolidation at least, stronger blockade
results in more robust disruption of conditioning. [151] The same may be true in
establishing the somatic focus when treating MSD. Following is a discussion of how
each therapy may effect downregulation of NE. (Other theoretical explanations for EP
therapies do exist, but will not be entertained here.)
EMDR -

 Rapid eye movement sleep-like eye movements may cause a suppression of NE in
the LC as occurs in sleep. [152] Horizontal eye movement is linked to nucleus
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prepositus hypoglosis which has inhibitory GABA efferents to the LC, normally
activated by the eye movements of sleep. [153]


EMDR has been shown to improve galvanic skin response [154] which is
associated with a decrease in norepinephrine [155]



PTSD has been found to create right and left hemispheric differences in brain
function, with hemispheric imbalance. [156] Additionally the interhemispheric
integrator, the corpus callosum, is smaller in PTSD. [157] Interhemispheric
communication supports the cortical integration of traumatic memories into
general semantic networks. This integration can then lead to a reduction in the
strength of hippocampally mediated episodic memories of the traumatic event as
well as the memories' associated, amygdala-dependent, negative affect. [158] The
side-to-side eye movements thus may activate a whole brain processing of the
focused-on piece of trauma that had not been possible before. Speculatively, such
successful processing of traumatic activation may decrease arousal, thus reducing
NE facilitated reconsolidation.

Because the same results are seen with alternating tapping or audio tones, [159]
alternating right and left hemisphere activation may be a more likely mechanism than
one that depends on the particular neurological aspects of eye movement.
Acupuncture and acupuncture point tapping.

Thought Field Therapy (TFT), originated by Roger Callahan Ph.D. in the late 1980's
manually taps condition-specific patterns of acupuncture points simultaneously with
activation of the stressful target to get its results. An offshoot of TFT, Emotional
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Freedom Technique (EFT) which employs group of points that overlaps those used in
TFT, is not condition specific with regards to point selection and requires points to be
tapped in no particular order. There is some debate over the need for the more
complex algorithms of TFT, [160] but all acupuncture point tapping is done for a
much shorter time than would be the case with needles, and is similar from patient to
patient. One study, however, actually showed better efficacy for tapping over
acupuncture. [161] For the purposes of this exploration, due to the lack of
neurophysiological research on point tapping, we are necessarily limited to using the
much larger literature regarding neurophysiological effects of acupuncture,
understanding the speculative nature of applying them to TFT and EFT.
A PubMed search on acupuncture and norepinephrine interestingly yielded
conflicting evidence about the effect of acupuncture on NE, with some reports of
increased NE, some decreased and some unchanged. Analysis suggests, however, that
this is far from surprising. Acupuncture chooses from an assortment of hundreds of
points, may include auricular (ear) points (not technically considered acupuncture
points) and practitioners may treat the same symptom with different points based on a
multifactoral analysis of the individual patient. Acupuncture points are considered to
be either tonifying or sedating, depending on point selection and technique. If that
maps to brain arousal, which is connected to NE levels, various points and techniques
may modulate NE differently. But NE increase has other effects, including inhibition
of pain and sensation in the dorsal horn of the spinal chord. [162, 163, 164] So points
used for analgesia may actually be increasing NE, while points chosen for emotion, or
stress as in TFT/EFT may be decreasing it.
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Stimulation of opioid production or reception, both of which can downregulate
amygdala or LC is often considered a major component of acupuncture. [165,166]
Thus it would seem that inhibition of NE could be achieved with the proper
acupuncture technique, also allowing the possibility of achieving the goal of alteration
of conditioned motor or emotional reaction.
Spinal Manipulation

The orientating reflexes provide a model for the effect of head and neck
movement on arousal. Elicitation of the orienting reflexes, in which head and eyes
fixate and track on a threat or reward, stimulate the LC, [167] likely via both direct
spinal afferents [168] or though vestibular [169] or amygdalar [170] connections. The
LC in turn increases arousal via NE projections throughout the brain. The vestibular
system, activated by neck and head movement, is also closely connected to the LC.
The high level of comorbidity of anxiety and balance problems is based in this
connection. [171]
The connection between the spine, particularly cervical proprioceptors and LC,
both directly and via the vestibular nuclei, provides a compelling line of investigation
for the beneficial effects of spinal manipulation (SM). Subluxated or fixated joints
anywhere in the spine necessarily have altered muscle facilitation which will affect
somatosensory afferents, muscle strategies. Because of the connection to the
vestibular system, we would thus predict that SM would reduce anxiety. Several
studies have in fact borne this out. [172,173]
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SM (particularly of upper cervical segments) that restores alignment may
normalize proprioceptive afferents reducing input to the LC and decreasing NE.
When this is applied to specific aspects of pathological conditioning, as is done in the
chiropractic-derived EP method of emotional treatment, Neuro-Emotional Technique
(NET), the associated downregulation of NE would then prevent reconsolidation of
the conditioned emotional reaction. The ongoing relief of spinal-mediated LC
activation following successful reduction of spinal joint tension could also have
longer lasting effect on general arousal. SM has also been found to increase serum
beta-endorphin levels, [174] presenting yet another potential mechanism of action.
The neurontogenic effect

To quote the poetic neurobehavioral researcher Alain Berthoz, “there is no
perception of space or movement, no vertigo or loss of balance, no caress given or
received, no sound heard or unheard, no gesture of capture or grasping that is not
accompanied by emotion or induced by it.” [175] Put into clinical terms, elimination
of the affective component of the conditioned reaction seems to result in the
disturbance of reproduction of its motor component (behavior). [176] The blockade
of reconsolidation is a mechanism for the elimination of at least the emotional
component of post traumatic compensatory or adaptive muscle activation patterns.
When post-trauma conditioned adaptative motor learning is eliminated, what
remains?
The answer to that question seems to be that latent correct motor function, [177]
minus its adaptive component is reestablished. This latent correct function necessarily
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includes more than just the area that was experienced as malfunctioning. It has been
observed by Weissfeld to create a trend of improvement of altered muscle activation
throughout the body. The post treatment correction generally includes symptom
reduction as well.
A term is needed to describe the process of restoration of latent pre-trauma
function. We call it the neurontogenic effect, or neurontogenesis, derived from a
combination of the terms neuro- relating to the nervous system, and ontogenesis relating to the fundamental nature of the thing. A therapy is said to have a
neurontogenic effect when it putatively restores the pre-trauma function of the
nervous system to preeminence by disruption of reconsolidation. Forms of treatment
that utilize this principle may be known as neurontopathic medicine or
neurontopathic treatment. Such treatment need not include physical treatment at all,
because, we hypothesize, it is addressing centrally held memory engrams.
Pertaining to the musculoskeletal system, restoration is observed by noting the
normalization of muscle activation on a local or body-wide level, and concurrent with
symptom resolution. Neurontogenesis, then, is a descriptor of the removal of
conditioning by prevention of reconsolidation that rejuvenates function (behavior)
towards its latent, pre-conditioning, state.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Stress or trauma causes specific adaptations which become maladaptive when
learned and repeated beyond the time of their need. The lability of such conditioned
learning following activation makes them subject to erasure if reconsolidation is
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blocked. This has been fairly well documented in the amygdala, but also observed in
the cerebellum, putative home of conditioned somatic learning. Once consolidated,
the elicitation of a memory will necessarily call forth the memory complex engaged at
the time the memory was made. This memory complex may include data from
sensory, motor, or psychological modalities. Elicitation of a cognitive, somatic or
emotional memory may trigger, consciously or not, other modalities of the memory,
bringing specific post-traumatic conditioning a labile state.
Norepinephrine (NE), produced by the locus ceruleus (LC) in response to stress or
activated memory of stress, increases consolidation and reconsolidation of
conditioned memories. When the memory of trauma (or one of its corollary
modalities) is elicited and NE is inhibited via therapeutic input or agents, the
reconsolidation of the elicited modality is prevented. This may occur because of
suppression of NE production, which would normally seamlessly reconsolidate the
traumatic memory and its modalities.
Musculoskeletal-PTSD (mPTSD) is stress/trauma or post-stress/trauma somatic
adaptive learning, specifically altering muscle patterns, which has become
maladaptive. The cerebellum may be the main locus of conditioned motor memories
of the trauma and post-trauma adaptation. The conditioning that may cause mPTSD
and be imprinted to memory arises from:
1

body maps of whatever uncompleted state the musculoskeletal system was
eliciting in trying to respond to trauma,

2

post-traumatic repetition-learned adaptational muscle and posture strategies to
deal with pain or other dysfunction,
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3

any historical trauma-encoded patterns on-board at the time of stress or
trauma,

4

psychological postures and the memory complexes that accompany them

5

further compensations to all of the above

These conditioned motor patterns utilize existing and possibly new muscle
synergies, developed into muscle and posture strategies that take into account the sum
total of all of the above to create compensation strategies. These are necessarily both
contextual – associated with specific behaviors, thoughts, emotions, postures; and
layered- clinically seen as patterns of muscle facilitation and inhibition that may
change radically when addressed appropriately.
Clinical treatment of mPTSD which utilizes the neurontogenic effect of restoration
of latent, more correct function, necessarily addresses function from the top layer (the
observable set of muscle behaviors) inwards, by the same 4 steps that apply to
psychological treatment in energy psychology modalities: 1) determination of present
state of patient, in this case by testing of muscles both in the areas of complaint and
elsewhere, and use of clinical judgment to determine the present priority 2) elicitation
and focus of attention on the specific muscle determined to be a priority, by testing,
stretching or otherwise using that muscle or assuming a posture that places stress on
that muscle, 3) application of therapeutic modality, simultaneously or shortly
following elicitation, and 4) recalibration of the muscle pattern.
According to this model, treatment that achieves the neurontogenic effect may be
anything that decreases NE (arousal) when performed during or immediately
following the elicitation of a pathological behavior. Successful neurontogenesis is
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often immediately discernable by noting a change in function or symptoms, generally,
though not necessarily, towards what would be considered a clinical improvement. An
apparent worsening of the condition is also possible, caused by the elimination of a
compensatory response. This aggravation will be transitory, and often eliminated by
elicitation treatment of the next clinical priority.
Clinical implications of a neurontogenic approach

The prevailing and generally unquestioned musculoskeletal treatment model is an
additive model, the aim of which is to restore function by retraining the body to
exhibit correct function, encouraging more successful compensation to maladaptive
function. This parallels allopathic medicine, defined by Merriam-Webster's Online
Dictionary, (2007) as “relating to or being a system of medicine that aims to combat
disease by using remedies (as drugs or surgery) which produce effects that are
different from or incompatible with those of the disease being treated.” [178] In terms
of conditioning, the allopathic model is an extinction model, wherein the pathogenic
conditioning is not eliminated, but altered by the addition of new learning. A
neurontopathic model is based on elimination of specific maladaptive conditioning
behaviors by disrupting their reconsolidation.
A neurontopathic medicine model posits that functional healing (resolution of
pathological function) may occur from the reinstatement of latent correct function.
The subtraction or erasure of this adaptive learning can immediately restore function
without repetitive retraining. Retraining is the physical medicine version of a drug
administered to alter function.
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While virtually unaddressed in musculoskeletal therapies, conditioning is well
understood, if not directly addressed in psychotherapies. With the exception of energy
psychotherapies, the new understanding of disruption of reconsolidation has not yet
impacted mainstream practice, and most treatment, however sophisticated, is still
based on an allopathic model. Cognitive-behavioral therapy for instance, based on the
idea that thoughts cause feelings and behaviors, [179] adds new thoughts or learning
which will essentially create new, better adapted conditioning. Even psychodynamic
therapy, also known as insight-oriented therapy, while seeking deeper roots of an issue, has
as a goal increasing understanding (an additive process) of the influence of the past on
present behavior that may fail to disrupt the behavioral conditioning itself.[180]

Organs and endocrine function are also subject to conditioning (recall Pavlov’s
dogs, trained to salivate at the sound of a bell) [181] and thus likely subject to
disruption of reconsolidation and resultant normalization of function. We know of no
reliable way to monitor such activation for research purposes. Given the role
conditioning likely plays in internal function, this area is ripe for research.
Maladaptive conditioning is therefore a factor in most conditions and to the extent
that it is present, complete restoration of healthy function is impossible without
addressing it. Because of the wide range of therapeutic inputs and conditions that that
may utilize these mechanisms, we foresee the possibility of evolving multidisciplinary
explorations of neurontopathic methods. The scope, laws of application and
interpretation of results will be an evolving study.
While neurontogenic treatment of mPTSD is of demonstrated benefit in the
reduction of symptomatic MSD, it is worth noting that it may offer a worthwhile
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preventative benefit as well. Anterior cruciate ligament injuries, for instance, are
believed to have altered muscle activation as part of their cause. [182,183] Removing
maladaptive muscle strategies from previous injuries could be preventative of many
injuries in athletes who place demands on their bodies that will magnify the effects of
muscle imbalance. Additionally, loss of the reverse myotatic reflex (which causes
overstretched muscles to reflexively stop contracting and lengthen), commonly found
in compensatory or adaptive patterns, could be a risk factor for injury. Any past
injury site is likely to have alteration of muscle function on examination, whether the
area is symptomatic or not.
It is worth considering the implications of the putative existence of mPTSD on
how clinicians interact with the body. We can now venture a general mechanism that
answers the question posited earlier: 'why is a muscle weak?' Muscle weakness, the
mPTSD hypothesis posits, is not a random event, it is, rather, the result of an
intelligent decision made at some point in the recent or distant past, which has
become habituated and, in the absence of ongoing need for the adaptation, has
become maladaptive.
Behavioral and neurobehavioral analysis suggest that a muscle test, whether the
result is strength or weakness, is always in context. This means that even in a supine,
relaxed subject, an isolated muscle test is a single piece of a larger strategic pattern in
which the organism happens to be engaged. A muscle test may be best understood as
one point of observation of a larger pattern, a pattern which can shift and change as its
different facets are treated or challenged via sensory input, purposeful assumption of
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a posture, or intentional or unintentional focus on particular memory, emotion or
thought that unconsciously activates an associated motor pattern.
The context is necessarily part of the test – the practitioner and practitioner’s
instructions become the SD, in ways that may be better planned if the practitioner is
aware of the possibility. This understanding provides a mechanism for some
‘applied’ aspects of applied kinesiology systems such as therapy localization, wherein
manual contact of an area of the body causes a previously strong muscle to become
weak or visa-versa. At the same time, if muscle weakness is understood as first and
foremost a learned adaptive or maladaptive behavior, the connectivistic aspects of
applied kinesiology (i.e. specific neurolymphatic or neurovascular points related to
specific muscles) may be challenged.
In context, strong is not always good and weak not always bad, and a previously
strong muscle that weakens after therapy or usage may be progress. Recall the
‘switching’ compensation, where the patient presents with inhibition of left knee
muscles when the right knee is symptomatic. In such cases it is difficult to assess and
therapeutically impact the symptomatic knee until its muscles are displaying their
true(r) state. Given this understanding, in the absence of frank nerve pathology, we
can no longer think of the muscle test as an absolute or long-term condition. Being
contextual and changeable, shifting displays of facilitation patterns provide a window
into the immediate state of the patient. If treatment applied to the aberrant patterns
changes the display and symptoms, the idea of a fixed diagnosis may lose relevance.
If, on the other hand, the same weakness recurs after neurontogenic treatment with
no ongoing improvement either in frequency or intensity of symptoms, it may be an
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indication of actual (not behavioral) pathology at some level that requires adaptation
on the part of the body. When confronted with a patient in pain or illness, particularly
when their condition cannot be adequately explained by pathological, pathological,
radicular or organic disease, neurobehavioral maladaptation is likely to be present as a
central cause, not just a peripheral reaction.
When treating a patient, these differentiations allow us to begin to more precisely
utilize methods that will best support the patient. We can now ask if our desired effect
is (re)training - encouraging more successful adaptation, or de-training - elimination
of outdated (mal)adaptation.
Using the 4 step procedure, (1- determine the present state and priority, 2- evoke a
specific aspect of the negative state, 3- apply a treatment and 4- re-evaluate) it is
possible that many therapies will successfully achieve the neurontogenic effect of
restoring function without (re)training. Several chiropractically evolved techniques
that we are familiar with may be achieving some of their results by systematically
working with maladaptive memory elimination.
We suggest that many conditions are primarily the result of maladaptation, and all
MSD and pain will have, as either a cause or an unavoidable result, adaptive
conditioning that will then contribute to the symptomology and maintenance of the
condition. The actual contribution of adaptive conditioning to any single patient will
be variable, empirically determined on a patient to patient basis. This determination
may be made by screening for organic pathology before undertaking neurontogenic
treatment (particularly if signs, symptoms and history indicate probability) and/or as a
conclusion after a short series of treatments without satisfactory progress.
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We hope that this paper provides a framework for beginning to investigate the
scope of its effects on musculoskeletal, psychological, neurological and even
biochemical dysfunctions, which, according to behavioral precepts, will be affected
by learning.
This paper, introducing as it does, a new paradigm for thinking about health and
disease based on clinical observation and a small pilot study, is written in the hope
that it spurs further interest and research in new ways of dealing with musculoskeletal
dysfunction and other conditions that may also have maladaptive conditioning at their
core. We welcome any and all comment, and invite inquiries and collaborations on
future research to elucidate its hypothesis.
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NE- norepinephrine
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PTSD- post traumatic stress disorder
CR- conditioned reflex
CS- conditioned stimulus
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UCR – unconditioned reflex
SD - discriminative stimulus
LC - locus ceruleus
SM - spinal manipulation
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